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Price

Price is the exchange value of goods and services 

in terms of money. It is the amount paid for the ‘value’ 

and ‘utility’ received by the buyers in the form of 

product or service



Factors influencing pricing decisions.

1. Internal factors

• Costs

• Business Objectives

1. Return on Investment

2. Market Share

3. Preventing 
Competition

4. Meeting Competition

5. Stability in Price

6. Maximising Profits

2. External factors

• Demand

• Middlemen

• Competition

• Government 

Regulations

• Political Conditions







Assumptions of Break-even Analysis.

⮚Fixed costs always remain constant.

⮚Variable costs are always variable.

⮚Number of units produced increases year after year.

⮚All the units produced are sold.

⮚Selling price remains constant.



Kinds of Pricing.

✔Odd pricing

✔Psychological pricing

✔Price based on ruling 

price

✔Prestige pricing

✔Customary pricing

✔FOB pricing

✔CIF pricing

✔Dual pricing

✔Administered pricing

✔Monopoly pricing

✔Price lining

✔Expected pricing

✔Sealed Tender pricing

✔Negotiated pricing

✔Mark-up pricing

✔Skimming pricing

✔Penetration pricing.





Price based on the prevailing ruling price:

Such a method is followed by those marketers 

who want to fall in line with their competitors. They 

keep the same price as decided already by their rivals.

For example, 









Dual pricing

It refers to the practice of some marketers who 

quote two different prices for the same product, one 

may be for bulk buyers and one for small quantity 

buyers. 





Monopoly pricing.

The price fixed by a marketer who has no 

competition in the market is known as monopoly 

pricing. 



Price lining: In this case, the price, once determined, 

remains unchanged for a fairly longer period of time.

Expected pricing: The price fixed for a product based on 

the expectations of the consumers is known as expected 

pricing.

Sealed Tender pricing: In case of contracts involving 

heavy outlay, sealed tenders will be invited from 

interested parties. The work is then assigned to the one 

who has quoted the minimum price.

Negotiated pricing: Manufacturers of industrial goods, 

who need components from suppliers, negotiate with them 

before finalising the price.  










